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Abstract 

Empowerment simply means strengthening of women. Travancore, an erstwhile 

princely state of modern Kerala was considered as a land of enlightened rulers. In the realm 

of women, condition of Travancore was not an exception. Women were considered as a 

weaker section and were brutally tortured.Patriarchy was the rule of the land. Many 

agitations occurred in Travancore for the upliftment of women. The most important among 

them was the Channar revolt, which revolves around women’s right to wear dress. The 

present paper analyses the significance of Channar Revolt in the then Kerala society. 
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Dress as a tool of Empowerment : The Channar Revolt 

Kerala is considered as the God’s own country. In the realm of human development, 

it leads India. Regarding women empowerment also, Kerala is a model. In women education, 

health indices etc. there are no parallels. But everything was not better in pre-modern Kerala. 

Women suffered a lot of issues. Even the right to dress properly was neglected to the women 

folk of Kerala. So what Kerala women had achieved today is a result of their continuous 

struggles. 

Women in Travancore, which was an erstwhile princely state of Kerala, irrespective 

of their caste and community suffered a lot of problems. The most pathetic thing was the 

issue of dress. Women of lower castes were not given the right to wear dress above their 

waist. This inhuman practice was widely accepted and was considered as a sign of respect to 

the upper caste people. The Channar revolt which was also known as the Channar Lahala or 

the Maru Murakkal Samaram or the Breast Cloth Agitation was against this inhuman activity 

and for the right to wear blouses. It occupies a very significant place in the realm of Kerala 

history. 

Patraiarchy uses various methods to suppress women. In the erstwhile state of 

Travancore, it was their body, particularly breasts and dress. Women were commodified then 

and were forced to give breast tax or Mulakkaram on the basis of the size of their breasts. At 

the same time, women of the so called lower class was not allowed to wear dress above their 

waists and women of upper castes, particularly Nairs were expected to bare their upper 

bodies in temples in front of priests, or in front of other upper caste men particularly 

Namboothiris. The condition of Namboothiri women was also not better. So undressing itself 

was accepted as a symbol of showing respect in the then society. 
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The pathetic plight of Kerala women then had been written by many. The excerpts 

below shows the condition – 

 “During the day, I did not wear theblouse, but the night was mine. When I knew that 

mymother had slept, I used to take out the blouse and wear it.” – From the autobiographical 

account of C. Kesavan, a Social Reformer and nationalist leader. 

It itself shows the desire of women to wear upper clothes and how the society put restrictions 

over her.In the autobiography, the lady who likes to cover upper part of her body was scolded 

by her mother and was saying that only bad women do like that. It shows the mindset 

prevailed then. (Kumar 247-248) 

KayyalakkalSaradammain her article“EzhavaSthreekaluteAvastha” (“The Condition 

ofEzhava Women”) describes Ezhava women's condition in the matrilineal system 

(Sanghamitra 1922). She notesthat women live according to the strict law made 

byKaranavars (head of the family). Ananthiraval (niece) had to remove melmundu (upper 

cloth) infront of her uncles just to show her respect. It itself shows how deep patriarchy was 

and how shameless it was. 

Chanars or Shannars were an important community of South Travancore. Their 

women were forbidden to wear dress above their waists. When they demanded right to wear 

upper clothes, then Diwan of Travancore Colonel John Munro gave an order permitting 

them,the women converted to Christianity, to cover their bosoms as obtained among 

Christians in other countries.'(Hardgrave 176).  They were permitted to wear the Kuppayam, 

a type of jacket worn by Syrian Christians, Shonagas, and Mappilas and were forbidden from 

wearing dress like Nair women. Nadars had converted madssvely to Christianity and it gave 

them an upper hand to react against this inhuman practice. 

Soon after, the order was not expanded in scope, but withdrawn. The Pindakars, 

who were members of the king’s council argued that this move would end the difference that 
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identified with their castes.The Government of Travancore issued a royal Proclamation on 

February 3, 1829 in which it is stated that, “First, as it is not reasonable on the part of the 

Shanar women to wear cloth over their breasts, such custom being prohibited, they are 

required to abstain in future from covering the upper part of their body.”It created 

widespread discontent among Nadars but the upper castes whole heartedly welcomed this. 

In 1822itself, some Shanar women agitated against the caste Hindus to gain freedom 

to cover their bosoms. This act of Shanar women provoked the caste Hindus to react and this 

reaction culminated in a series of sexual molestations, robberies and lootings. In 1829, the 

government of Travancore ordered these women to refrain from covering their upper bodies, 

but the revolt had already begun and was uncontrollable. 

The slavery was abolished in Travancore in 1855, and the upper caste felt like they 

were losing control in the society. It provoked them and they considered restrictions on 

Nadar women must be continued, other vice their superiority will be directly affected. Thus, 

these caste forces forced The Raja to proclaim again in 1859 that Nadar women will not be 

allowed to dress like their Savarana counterparts. 

The second stage of Channar revolt was in 1859. Even though the upper caste tried to 

suppress them brutally, they retaliated and were firm in getting their rights. On 26 July 1859, 

under the pressure of Charles Trevelyan, the then madras governor, thee Travancore king 

was forced to give orders permitting the Nadar women to wear upper clothes. But it was also 

not in the lines of their savarna counterparts.  

The Nadar women had not got everything they demanded. Restrictions based on caste 

continued. Those who tried to dress like their Savarna conterparts were questioned and 

sometimes punished. Namboothiri, Nair like upper castes followed the custom of undressing 

like before. Lower caste Hindus were denied right to wear upper clothes. But in Kerala 
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history, channar revolt is much important. It was the first of its kind. For the first time, 

Kerala women began to raise their voice for their civic rights. The impact of Christian 

missionaries was directly visible in this popular movement. The support of British also is 

remarkable. In every aspect, the Channar Revolt was a severe blow to the so called upper 

castes of Kerala, particularly Travancore. 
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